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1. Read to improve yourself

2. Brush up on academia

3. Get addicted to a brain game

You should always have a book 
that you are reading and a book 
that you plan to read next, even 
if it takes a while for you to read 
it. It will enhance your 
understanding, develop 
comprehension and vocabulary. 

It is time you strengthened your 
weaker areas and enhanced 
your strengths. Build on 
concepts and get clarity. Spend 
some time getting guidance 
from your worthy parents.

There are loads of free apps 
available for you to play 
whenever you have a quick 
minute to pass throughout your 
day. They can help keep your 
mind sharp and may even 
improve your cognitive abilities. 
Think of it like exercise for your 
brain. Rather than mindlessly 
browsing through your 
Facebook or Twitter feeds, 
maybe you should consider 
keeping your mind in shape.

4. Meditation and Affirmations

5. Volunteer

Meditating is a great way to 
relax, escape stress, build better 
energy, or even improve your 
focus. Affirmations are simple, 
memorable, over-the-top 
statements that you read and/or 
listen to multiple times per day. 
Either of them can help you 
overcome a negative trait, habit, 
or self-image. They can also 
make huge goals seem more 
reasonable, which makes them 
more achievable. Meditating 
with affirmations is a very 
productive way to even spend 
15 minutes. Mahatma Gandhi 
Centre for Value Learning has 
been inaugurated at DPS Nashik 
for self-actualization and 
meditation. 

What better way to give back to 
the community, help mom in 
the kitchen, lay the table, fix the 
salad,  this is definitely the “self 
actualization” level. 
Volunteering can give you a 
sense of purpose and meaning 
in life. It can help you realize 

potential you never had and will 
also bring you closer to those 
who could use your help. 

There is nothing more 
important or valuable as family 
time. The time you have to 
spend with your family is an 
hour glass that is running out. 
Go on a trip together, notice the 
surrounding around you, make 
notes as you learn about the 
history, geographical conditions, 
cuisine, clothing and culture of 
the place of your visit

Sometimes it's actually worth it 
from a productivity perspective 
to lay around without any plans 
or concerns forgetting about 
your stresses for a little while. 
Relax and recharge your 
batteries. Sleep in. Watch 
movies. Hang out. Take a nap. 
Whatever you need to return to 
school with renewed vigor.

 

6. Family time

7. Do NOTHING at all

> Dr. Pushpy Dutt
Principal

Delhi Public School Nashik
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INDEPENDENCE Day dawned bright with introduction gave an insight into his Sakta Hu' was conducted and the 
the arrival of students and teachers on myriad accomplishments. He was seniors presented a dance on' 
15th August 2018. The Tirangaa was welcomed warmly by the Director and VandeMataram'.
hoisted by the Honourable Chief Guest Principal. Col. Gupta's speech was inspiring and 
Col. Bhasker Gupta, an executive officer The programme began with the Choir encouraged students to play at-least 
at Training Regiment, Artillery Centre, Group singing, 'Mujhe Dushman Ke two sports out of which one should be 
Nashik Road Camp, Nashik. He was Bacchon Ko Sikhana Hai,' leaving the an outdoor sport. He reiterated on 
accompanied by the Director Mr. message that there is no enmity that making healthy and disciplined choices 
Siddharth Rajgariah and the Principal Dr. one needs to harbour. A rapid quiz on 'I which would benefit them for life. He 
Pushpy Dutt. Love My India' was conducted by the gave an insight on the 'Indian Army' as a 

The national anthem was sung with Principal. The juniors presented a career and also mentioned a few 
patriotic fervour followed by a 'Flag 'Patriotic Dance Medley,' Independence unconventional career options apart 
Song' to salute the Tri-colours of India. day speeches in Hindi and English were from engineering and medical. A vote of 
Col. Gupta connected instantly with the given by the students instilling in thanks was given followed with 
students as he turned out to be an students' a feeling of patriotism, a Choir distribution of sweets. The function 
alumni of DPS, RK Puram, New Delhi. His group presentation on, 'Gar Mein Kar concluded on a joyous note.

 

Independence Day Fervour at DPS

Celebrating 
Independence 
with Tiny Tots

DPS, Nashik held a prior, grand 
Independence Day Celebration on 
13th August 2018 for its Pre-
Primary, Grade 1 and 2. Students 
arrived holding their grandparents' 
hands for the function. The 
Principal, Dr. Pushpy Dutt 
welcomed the grandparents who 
were the honourable Chief Guests 
for this patriotic function. 

A special dance, skit and choir 
was presented by the students and 
a few grandparents gave speeches 
to show their appreciation for this 
delightful gesture. They were 
overwhelmed to see their 
grandchildren perform on stage 
and were quite appreciative of the 
efforts put by the little ones. A vote 
of thanks followed next and the 
event culminated with distribution 
of sweet boxes.

th
15  August 

th
15  August 
Festivities Of 

DPSites
Festivities Of 

DPSites
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Teacher's Day 

TEACHERS are the ones who not just western and classical dance, laughter and joy to the students as 
see our today but manage to make recitation of poetry written by the well as the teachers. Two leaders 
us see our tomorrow as well. students themselves and also a rock from each team were requested to 
Teachers are the miracles who put performance. The students from come forward and one of the 
life into the cold walls of education. grade 3rd to 12th actively leaders was made to tie a balloon on 
Teachers pump us with immense participated as an enthusiastic their legs. The aim of this game was 
motivation from homework to audience. to burst the other team's balloon 
detention, from advice to The students also organised and save your own. 
inspiration-their role is various innovative games. The It was fun seeing the teachers 
unimaginable. Therefore, to teachers were divided into teams rival among themselves and struggle 
acknowledge these special ones, the according to their subject of to save their balloon. The program 
students of DPS Nashik convened a teaching and each team was culminated with the teachers 
marvellous Teacher's Day on 5th of instructed to put forward two enjoying their time by dancing on 
September, 2018 in the school leaders for each game. The games loud and rhythmic beats. The 
campus. included guessing of movies and teachers too let their hair down and 

Students of class 12th were the songs of past and present era. The lived the moment. This was indeed a 
event holders and managers who selected representative teacher of very special occasion for all the 
truly performed a brilliant task for each team had to enact the same. teachers who have the smallest of 
this event. The students took over The teachers had great fun guessing tempers but the biggest of hearts 
the roles of teachers and organized a the correct answers. Next in the full of compassion and love for their 
medley of events which included queue was a game that brought students'.
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DPS, Nashik held an Inter-House competition was that all the 
Drums Presentation and Competition, performances were set up by the 
where the students channelized their students themselves. The atmosphere 
energy to create winning drum beats. was filled with the joyous sound of 
Setting up the stage, planning and singing in tandem with the beats 
organising the activity got the students played on the drums. Each team 
to hone their leadership skills and performed to excel and they had an 
helped build confidence to handle an attentive audience who hung on to 
event. In each slot, groups of 4 houses every beat that was played on the 
participated in the competition. Each drums. 
House Group consisted of minimum 6 The competition was judged by Mr. 
and maximum 10 participants. Ganesh Jadhav and Mr. Sahil Patil (the 

Each house presented 5 different Music Faculty of DPS Nashik). Harmony 
rhythm styles like  Western rhythm, House won in the Junior Group (Grade 
Carnatic rhythm, Indian rhythm, 3 to 6) and Wisdom House won in the 
Konnakol and Spinnology and the Senior Group (Grade 7 to 9). Music is 
students had 5 minutes to present energy, music is life and this fact was 
their talent and drumming skills. played out beautifully at the 

The main highlight of the competition.

Drumming 
Competition

MS. Rujula Kulkarni from She won a Silver Medal in 
Class V of DPS, Nashik put the the 50 meter breast stroke 
school on the map recently, and a bronze medal in the 
when she brought home a relay. She was awarded these 
silver and bronze owing to medals by Junior 
her swimming prowess. She Maharashtra State Level 
participated in the Junior Swimming Association. She 
National Swimming has indeed proved to be a 
Competition held at Pune and worthy young role model for 
secured the second position. all the students. 

Medal Win At State Level 
Swimming Competition

8th Handwriting Olympiad 
Championship 2017-18

 SHANTANU Shankhpal of DPS Nashik participated in the 
grand finale of the 8th Handwriting Olympiad 
Championship 2017-18 organised at Indore. He was 
presented with a trophy, a Gold Medal and certificates of 
appreciation. His handwriting was analysed based on 56 
parameters by handwriting experts. Ranked first in the 
school, he added another feather in DPS Nashik's cap.

A proud and beaming DPS Nashik family congratulated 
him and wished him good luck for his future endeavors.

An initiative by
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DELHI Public School, Nashik 'Expanse of Maurya Empire 
continued with its legacy of and the Instrumental Role of 
bagging prizes at K.K. Wagh Chanakya' was narrated by 
Agriculture College, organizer Miss.  A.V. Bhavika, 9th. 'The 
of Inter School Competition, Legendary Martyr Bhagat 
under the tag line 'Guru Singh's Valour' was narrated by 
Shishya Smritimaha Miss. Mrunmayee Ashutosh 
Competition'. Dharmadikari, 9th. Both the 

O3 August, 2018 scheduled participants bagged 1st and 
for Story Narration was held for 2nd position respectively. 
Junior and senior group The winners were felicitated 
students. The prerequisites of with certificate and cash prize 
story narration i.e., voice Rs. 700 & Rs. 500. 
modulation, gestures, The other medium of story 
prologue, plot, poignant narration was 'Marathi'.
characters and epilogue were Sawali Samadhan Sonawane 
fulfilled by all the participants and Sayali Pradeep Patkar  from 
of D.P.S, Nashik. Sr. group  narrated historical 

Family stories woven around story which spoke  about the 
respect, principles, empathy GRIT of the lion of Sahyadri 
and hard work were narrated 'Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj'. 
by the Jr. group students Miss. The Jr. group Mast. Kaustubh 
Urvi Umesh More, 6th and Sachin Gunjal and Mast Nishant 

thMast. Tirth  Siddharth Shah, 7 . Vishal Jadhav narrated family 
The students were successful in stories. All the participants 

st nd were awarded with consolation notching up 1  and 2 position 
prizes.respectively.

THE students from Std. III to X of DPS, the senior dance troupe emerged to 
Nashik shone in yet another be the winners of the competition. 
competition- a week-long event 'The Ms Anjika Badakh was successful in 
Malhar Fest' organised by Gems winning the second position in the 

'Bharat Anokha Raag Hai' and received 
English School on the occasion of solo dance competition. The students 

a consolation prize.  Ms. Navni Brijesh 
Independence Day. They showed their who brought fame to the name of the 

and Ms. Priyanka Dhatrak secured 
excellent performing school were felicitated by awarding a 

consolation prizes in the drawing 
skills and stayed true to their winning cash prize worth Rs. 1500, certificates 

competition. Dancing with the spirit of 
legacy. and trophies. Such competitions 

true patriotism, the junior dance 
Singing to the tune of 'Hindustan indeed help to develop a competitive 

troupe of DPS bagged the second 
Meri Jaan Hai,' the junior choir group spirit and enhance the confidence, 

position and with an amazing concept 
of DPS bagged the first prize. The team building, stage presence and 

of blending varied dance styles of India, 
senior troupe sang the melodious song performing skills.

Story Narration 
wins laurels for 

Delhi Public 
School, Nashik

Malhar Fest
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INTER-DPS National Information creativity 'Mirage'. Appreciation and 
Technology Festival 'IT @ Cutting Edge applause were showered on the team for 
2018' was held at DPS, Noida on 25th their skills in acting and dubbing. It was 
August 2018. DPS, Nashik was invited to an honour for the students to be the 
participate in the same. Exciting recipients of the certificate. 
competitions like Movie Making, Another feather was added in the cap 
Programming in C++/Python and G.D. when they reached the final round of the 
Teachers' Training were organised at the Group Discussion competition. A training 
festival. session on 'Cyber Security' was also 

In the Movie Making event based on conducted for the teachers and students.
Digital Footprints, DPS, Nashik's Std. IX DPS, Nashik Family congratulates the 
and XI students' team presented their students for this grand feat.

DPS, Nashik At 'IT @ Cutting Edge 2018'

MS. Sneha Rane, the sea at Sindhudurg in the 
swimming coach at DPS, Ratnagiri District in 
Nashik floored us with her Maharashtra and stood 7th. 
resilience and swimming She also swam 5 kms in the 
talent when she sea waters of Mumbai, 
participated in the  World's Maharashtra and stood 
Longest Swimming 10th. She was honoured 
Competition held in West with a trophy by Mr. 
Bengal in 2017-18. She Balashaheb Ramnath 
stood 11th at the national Ghorpade M.Sc. (Agri.) 
level in the 19 kms free B.Ed., M.B.A. 
style river swimming. She Swimming against the 
also stood 2nd in tide is one lesson we have 
Maharashtra (State-Wise) learnt from Sneha and we 
and clocked it in 2 hours 56 wish her all the best in 
minutes. swimming towards her 

The highlights didn't just success. She is not only an 
end there and she once able swimming coach but 
again enamoured everyone also leads by example and 
by swimming 5kms in the makes us proud of her. 

DPS Star At Khelo Karate 
All India Open Karate 

Championship
TANMAY Choudhary of Std. XI of DPS Nashik made the 
school proud by delivering an outstanding performance 
in Khelo Karate All India Open Karate Championship. It 
was a national level tournament oraganised on 21st and 
22nd July, 2018 at Balewadi Stadium, Pune. Total 24 
students across the country competed in the 
tournament.

Tanmay stood 1st winning Gold medal in 
International Selection Trials for 57 kg weight category. 
He also secured 2nd position and was presented Silver 
medal in Men Junior Kata Event in 57 kg weight 
category. Securing 3rd rank in Men Junior Kumite Event 
in 57 kg weight category, he bagged Bronze medal.

DPS Nashik wishes him all the very best for the 
upcoming international level tournament

Our Teacher, 
Our Role Model

An initiative by
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DPS, Nashik's singing superstars of Junior and Senior Group shined at 
Group Singing Competition organised at Gem's School, Nashik on 8th 
March 2018. The Junior Group secured the 1st position and the Senior 
Group bagged the Consolation Prize. Some students accompanied the 
singers with Drums, Guitar and Keyboard.

DPS, Nashik's 
Singing 

Sensations

ROTARY Club, Nashik awarded students of the 
'Interact Club', DPS, Nashik with a certificate and a 
trophy for 'Good Work' in the year 2017-18. The 
Club In-Charge Mr. Bhushan Mohekar and the 
Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt also received this 
certificate on behalf of the school. DPS Nashik's 
Interact Club has set its mind on working for a 
noble cause. It organises stationery and book 
donation events, plastic ban campaigns and is 
associated with NGOs which work for the same.

We are proud of our students who have gained 
a distinct sense of social responsibility at such a 
young age. The Rotary Club Trophy awarded to the 
Interact Club Members reinstates the fact that 
good work is always recognised and appreciated!

'Interact Club'

Spell Bee Bingo 
Competition

DPS Nashik organised a competition called 'Spell Bee Bingo' to 
help the students of Std. III to understand and distinguish 
between different words related to their syllabus effectively on 
3rd July 2018.

Students were provided with word grids (Bingo) with 
different titles and each child got a different Bingo with a 
different title. In the first and second round, the teacher called 
out words. 

The winner was declared on basis of first come first and the 
child was awarded with a star. The child who could mark five 
words in the third round was considered the third winner 
respectively. This activity assisted them in revising the blend 
words, phonic words and naming words. Children could relate to 
the topics they had learnt in the class through this fun activity.

An initiative by
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THE eighth avatar of Lord dance and enactments.
Vishnu, Lord Krishna's Govindas showcased 
birthday is celebrated team spirit  and 
every year on coordination with the 
Janmashtami. An formation of pyramids  for 
incarnation which portrays the breaking of 'Dahi 
different roles of the  Lord. Handi' in the assembly area 
The most adorable among decorated beautifully in a 
them is the  infant- Kanha. traditional manner. 
His leelas and makhanchori The worship of Kanha in 
is replicated on his cradle by honourable 
Janmashtami. Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt 

The same was observed was followed by the 
on the huge and lush enactment of Lord 
campus  of Delhi Public Krishna's birth and leela.
School, Nashik. Students The campus resonated  
ducked up in the attire of with the drumming , 
Krishna and Gopikas singing and dancing  
captivated each with their transcending  memories to 
kaleidoscopic display of be cherished for long.

Govindas Celebrate  
th The 8 Incarnation 

Of Lord Vishnu
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DELHI Public School, Nashik always their friends. Respected Principal 
strives to inculcate the morals and Madam and the Headmistress  were 
values in the students so that they also a part of this celebration. The 
can become better citizens of the students from Prep, Grade 1 and 
country and carry forward the Grade 2 gave wonderful speeches in 
traditions and cultures they learn. English and Hindi on the importance 

On 30th August, 2018, a special of Raksha Bandhan. This helped the 
day dedicated to the bond between students to learn the culture and 
brother and sister, was celebrated tradition followed by Hindus.
in DPS Nashik. A special assembly It was nice to see our tiny tots 
was conducted to celebrate and tell along with the students of Grade 1 
the importance of RAKSHA and 2 dance on the famous tunes of 
BANDHAN to the students. The songs dedicated to the sweet 
students from Grade Pre-nursery to relationship of brother and sister 
Grade 2 were a part of this and the love between them by 
wonderful celebration. The firing up the stage. The students 
students participated with great enjoyed the assembly and also got 
enthusiasm. to take home along with them some 

The students assembled in the values.
assembly area and got to witness  Sanchaita Deb
various amazing presentations by  IX C 

>

THE annual fest  organized Yes, it's an achievement that 
to  show gratitude to the ascertains   that Manisha 
teachers  was held by Zankar is synonymous to a true 
'Association of Nashik Schools' mentor.
at Fravashi Academy on 5 Mr. Atul Gosavi
September, 2018. I owe this honour to my 

The academic year 2018  at  students who excel in each 
Delhi Public School, Nashik  match, especially the 
witnessed the proud moment, 2017match, where they 
when the team members Atul notched up the winning 

2018.Gosavi (Cricket Coach) & position in all the cricket 
I genuinely feel that teachers who Manisha Zankar (Science Faculty) were matches at District Level.

believe in self evaluation, preparedness, felicitated at an prestigious  event. Praise and appreciation surely make 
and are willing learners win such The school, staff and the us feel proud of our role and execution.
meritorious acclaim. This recognition management extend their many But, it also brings with it 
has motivated me to continue with my congratulations to Manisha Madam & responsibility to raise the bar and keep 
upright endeavors. Atul Sir! on climbing the ladder of success.

The principle behind my each action Sharing their feelings on having My graph from an activity teacher to 
is to see a positive and constructive felicitated: a cricket coach is truly commendable, 
change in the students. Yes! I would Ms. Manisha Zankar for not a year has passed without the 
definitely love to see my students excel Felicitation at such a grand level was creation of new stars.  Yes, it's an 
in their professional lives and as assets definitely a moment of pride and arduous task to chisel the students and 
to our nation.  elation! It felt great to be recognized and make them stand firm and determined 

Nevertheless, I take this recognition appreciated by the teaching fraternity, on the  crease.
as a responsibility to be adept in my 'Association of Nashik Schools' held at I sign off, with a resolution to see my 
execution.'Fravashi Academy' on 5 September, students playing at NATIONALS.

Raksha Bandhan 
Celebration

Teachers Felicitated by Association of Nashik Schools

An initiative by
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FIELD visit is one part of explored the fascinating 
the learning process  colours and chirping of 
where the students get the birds. After seeing so 
first-hand  experience to many types of birds, the 
explore their children were inquisitive 
surroundings. It is fun to know more about 
and at the same time them. They asked many 
students acquire lot of questions and inquired 
knowledge. about the largest bird— 

On the bright sunny the Ostrich.
morning of 27th July, In this field visit, the 
2018, the Nursery students got to learn 
students of Delhi Public about the different 
School Nashik boarded a species of birds and also 
bus to the Nirmal Ganga helped in identifying 
Bird Park for an them. They also got to 
experiential learning. observe the varieties of 
This Bird Park was not an birds which differed in 
ordinary one as it was their colours and sizes. 
nestled away from hustle This was surely a 
and bustle of the city. successful and 
The students were so knowledgeable visit 
excited and enthusiastic amidst the beauty of 
to see the birds. They nature.
enjoyed the tranquil 
beauty of nature and 

Kinjal Mandlecha
IX C

Visit To 
Nirmal Ganga 

Bird Park
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WE say our life is complete but  often We have evolved and developed 
find a void. The reason is Social Media. but at the cost of tolerance and   

Nowadays, world is under our endurance. We cannot spend an hour 
fingertips but family out of range. Dad in the proximity of serene  nature, but  
is busy on phone, mom is busy do not deter  to  stare  the mobile 
checking her Face book, sibling busy phone's screen without any 
watching TV. Then how are we distraction.
supposed to experience 'Quality Time.' It is a serious suggestion, Be at bay 

Being materially and emotionally from this gadget- phone. For once 
pampered and a secured child, I am addicted it is difficult to come out of 
away from this lethal weapon  named this ZONE. Once you  commit a grave 
'Mobile Phone'. Sometimes, I am error, you will have to fight ALONE. It 
envious of my friends, but seeing them mars your future and parents  fail it  to 
badly addicted to it, I feel safe. All atone. Care for your future. By avoiding 
thanks to my parents for not giving me this killer .
this murderer, disguised as a mobile A.V Bhavika
phone. IX C

> 

KERALA the land of gods,
Experienced downpour  odds.
Idukki dam brimmed with gay,
But,flooded all the land by the bay.
All Keralites shook with fear,
With thunder and shiver.
No food and shelter around,
Just death seemed to bound .
Not only man met with death,
Animals faced the similar fate.
Sprawling infections and disease,
Life facing unease and displease.
All the Jawans muster,
To rescue the Keralites lustre .
Everyone did a blunder to her,
In her vision we  are murderer.
Men gather reliefs and fund,
To resuce the beloved in blood.
A plea to all ears,
Let each act be wise  of yours.

Ishita Chhajed
IX B

> K
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a 
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THE day of pride for the presentation. Moving ahead, occasion of the 'Scholar Badge 
parents. The day of honour for various categories of badges Ceremony' the Principal of 
the students. were bestowed on the DPS, Dr.  Pushpy Dutt; 

Delhi Public School, students. Junior Scholar congratulated all the awardees 
Nashik, conducted Badge- Silver was honoured to for their fabulous performance 

its 5th Scholar the students scoring A+ in the and hoped to see them back 
Badge Ceremony, aggregate, Junior Scholar on stage next year. Principal 
the most awaited Badge- Gold was awarded to Madam also shared her 
day in the whole the students scoring A+ in the valuable experience with the 
year on 7th aggregate for 2 consecutive students and also inspired 
September 2018 years, Senior Scholar Badge for them through her motivational 
where the students scoring 91 % and speech.

academic achievers and above in the aggregate, Being a Scholar Badge 
meritorious performers were Illuminati Badge for students holder makes the students 
felicitated with an endeavour. scoring 91% and above for 3 realize that hard work always 

The hard work and consecutive years, Blue Belt pays off and motivates them 
dedication of the students was for students scoring 91 % and to work harder and this also 
recognized and honoured. The above for 4 consecutive years, inspires other peers to work 
programme commenced with Blue Tie for the students hard to achieve this Badge.
welcoming of parents by a scoring 91 % and above for 5 Shruti Khandvi
spectacular choir group consecutive years. On the IX C

> 

Technology Reigns

Scholar Badge CeremonyScholar Badge Ceremony
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STRESS is one word which is stressed and how to deal 
used very often across all with it. He gave some 
age groups- from tiny tots anecdotes on how to 
going to play school to manage time and prioritize 
senior citizens who are our work so that we don't 
retired. Simply put stress feel stressed out and can 
means getting worked up or have ample time for 
being anxiety stricken. Only ourselves and for our near 
when we learn to manage and dear ones. He even 
stress,  we can achieve mentioned that regular 
balance and happiness in exercise is also important to 
our lives. de-stress oneself and one of 

DPS Nashik, is dedicated such simple exercise is going 
to the betterment of its for a walk. It is very 
students and teachers alike. important for one to 
A stress management identify one's hobbies and 
session was held for all the follow them which will help 
teachers on 28th July 2018. one keeping one's 
This session was conducted mindfresh and calm.
by Dr. Hemant Sonanis, It was a highly effective 
Consultant Psychiatrist at session as the teachers 
Manoday Mind Care Clinic could understand and 
and Sunshine Counselling identify the stress busters 
and Therapy Centre. that they had to adopt to 

Dr. Sonanis gave lots of overcome their stress levels.
insight on how to identify Kshipra Mandlecha
whether a person is IX C

> 

'OUR food should be our medicine advantages of physical exercise by a 
and our medicine should be our food ' prominent clinical nutritionist Ms. 

It is said that in a teenage, growth Charul Verma. 
rate increases especially when we are The students took great interest 
in the higher grades. In this time span, and responded to many questions. A 
food and nutrition intake is a pivotal brief activity on nutrition was 
factor, and this factor is taken care by conducted at the end, where the 
our school. Our school played an students had to choose their meal 
important role by organizing nutrition amongst the healthy and junk food 
education programme on 28 July options. The leading five students 
2018, for grades VII and VIII. were appreciated for their 

In this session, students were participation. The five students were 
made familiar with some topics like Mast. Sohaan Pinjari , Ms. Anjali 
basic nutrients and their roles, Tripathi , Ms. Ruchita Patil , Mast. 
importance of healthy food, hazards Aditya Patil and Mast. Aakar Gulve.  
of junk food with an emphasis on Shravan More
healthy lunch box options and IX C

> 

Nutrition Education Programme

Stress 
Management
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rd
ON 3  August 2018, the Student Council amidst the wilderness, the students also Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt joining in all 
members and the teachers of DPS, learnt about being responsible towards the merriment. She also narrated a few 
Nashik set out on an astonishing it. After the tiring activities, the growling interesting incidents of her school and 
Leadership Camp. At the first stomachs were fed with a delicious college days. The funniest session was 
destination, Kailash Hills, the students lunch. The next destination was Grape on 'mimicry,' where the students 
enjoyed Burma Bridge crossing. The next County Eco Resort. The students were mimicked their teachers and vice-versa. 
destination was Kajauli Parbat, where eagerly looking forward to staying at a After a day full of fun and frolic, the 
the students trekked towards their farmhouse. They quickly freshened up group devoured a heavy dinner and an 
camping site. The students were thrilled for the indoor games like talent show, equally yummy dessert. The day 
and nervous about the water rappelling passing the parcel, and antakshari. The concluded with students dancing to their 
activity. They encouraged their fellow games helped in developing the heart's content. The next day, the bus 
team members to perform and let go of students' interpersonal skills. The departed back to Nashik and the 
their fear. students displayed their hidden talents students reached their homes with a lot 

The hide-and-seek of showers, the through all these programmes. All the of memories to cherish for a lifetime. 
sunshine, greenery and the fresh air teachers also participated in the games The Camp saw a lot of new leaders 
made the indulgence in nature a and boosted their enthusiasm. emerging to don the mantle of 
pleasurable activity. Whilst rejoicing The highlight of the evening was leadership in various roles.

Leadership Program - 
Young Leaders Bloom 
In The Lap Of Nature
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HISTORY of feminism in India date I as a youth ask these questions to 
backs to the 18th century. Indian the whole world- Humanity has 
women have struggled for their reached Mars but why are women 
rights for decades now.  Though we still seeking equality? Do short 
have reached the 21st century and clothes describe our upbringing? 
there seems nothing impossible, still, Why opinions of women have no 
Indian women are kept in the rusted significance? A woman with the voice 
chains of male chauvinism. is considered characterless? 

Every day is a living war for them: There is an urgent need for 
sex-selective abortions, child answers to the above questions. We 
marriages, rapes, molestation, don't want a suggestion from the 
domestic violence, etc are a huge orthodox community we want 
concern for our world. Even today in freedom from these barriers. Let this 
the world where women march be the last year where a woman has 
together with men there are some no self-respect, let this be the last 
areas where they are considered where we are behind the bars of 
passive. It is a shame where, in the patriarchy, let this be the last year 
same world women are fighter pilots, where even after 70 years of 
IAS, political leaders, honourable independence we are still struggling 
members of parliament, astronauts to find a position in this world.
and so on but lack equality for Shreya 
women. Class XI B

> 

Everyday Feminism
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''A thread that connects you Monalisa, The Last Supper, 
with yourself is something and many prodigious 
that's called art''. sketches. How can one not 

One of my most fall for those magnificent 
enthusiastic memories of life creations? 
was standing near the canvas Works of many artists such 
in art museums, patiently as Creation of Adam by 
trying to look deep into the Michelangelo, Girl with a 
artistic minds which created Pearl Earring by Johannes 
something so prominent. Vermeer, Starry Night by 
Those deep strokes of red, Vincent Van Gogh, Night 
smoothness of blue and so Hawks by Edward Hopper 
promising yellow. have plunged a chord and 

Where black and white still, the vibrations can be 
meets and colors create the heard all over the world. 
magic that just flutters your Maybe, to some of you, I 
heart, even skip a beat. may seem a little girl who still 
WOW! I used to think how lives in her fairytale world 
can they stimulate the tender but, we all know that art is a 
breeze, scorching sunshine missing piece that makes life 
and even petrifying thunders magical it's not just you see, 
Those painting made me feel it's more likely to be an 
that nature is so beautiful, essence which can be felt. 
the world is so It's the buzzing sound of 
extraordinary...   bees, the scent of flowers, 

  Being an admirer of art withering of leaves, the 
and an aspiring artist, I used silence of waves.. chirping of 
to spend so promising hours birds. 
of my life to find a soul into Alas, what more to say life 
those inanimate canvas. is simply incomplete without 
However, the tranquillity I art.
used to derive from it was  Love, Live, Enjoy, Hope 
unexplained. that someday you could 

Leonardo Da Vinci, a name create something sensational! 
that itself is an era for art. His  Shreya Raj
works have created history.  Class XI B

> 

Art : A Symphony
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 Aditi Rane (X D), 
A.V. Bhavika (IX C), 
Ishita Chhajed (IX B), 
AakarGulve (VIII C), 
KsipraMandlecha (IX C), 
Shruti Khandvi (IX C), 
Kinjal Mandlech (IX C), 
Sanchita Deb (IX C), 
Sharan More (IX C)

 Sitting along with 
Principal Dr. Pushpy Dutt,
Ms Tina Shelat, 
Ms Sheela Shankhapal, 
Ms Ritu Mathur, 
Ms Ruchika G Upta

Students:

Teachers :

Editorial Team

THE Help has just about the 
right amount of story, 
substance, sass and sadness. It 
has loveable, finely etched 
characters and amazing 
dialogue that stay with you 
long after the end credits. It is 
set in 1960's USA in the midst 
of blatant racism, segregation, 
stiff gender expectations and 
Jim Crow.
Written and Directed by: 
Tate Taylor
Cast: Viola Davis, Octavia 
Spencer, Emma Stone, Jessica 
Chastain, Bryce Dallas Howard 
and Allison Janney

THE HELP

WHIPLASH chronicles the story 
of a person's passion, pursuit 
and sacrifice. It's a story about 
pushing yourself to the 
extreme and then some more. 
Watch this movie with all its 
Grit as it stares back at you, 
and ask just one thing-How far 
is too far?
Written and Directed by: 
Damien Chazelle
Cast: Miles Teller, J. K. 
Simmons, Paul Reiser and 
Melissa Benoist

WHIPLASH

IT is said that examining the 
other is a way of examining 
oneself. Arrival is a mind 
bending experience straight 
out of a league of the 
conventional science fiction 
that you have seen. It is 
thought provoking, conscious, 
subtle and Oh, in so many 
ways. 
Written by: Eric Heisserer
Directed by: Denis Villeneuve
Cast: Amy Adams, Jeremy 
Renner, Forest Whitaker, 
Michael Stuhlbarg and Tzi Ma

ARRIVAL

Movie Movie 
Recommendations
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